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Dear fellow watch connoisseurs  
Welcome to Issue 17

In this Issue No. 17 of Lettres du Brassus, we expand our global reach with our first 
translation into Japanese. This adds to our existing versions, in alphabetical order, 
published in Chinese, English, French, German, Russian and Spanish. To celebrate 
our newest language, we have three articles devoted to aspects of Japanese culture. 
First, our customary restaurant story. No one article could possibly do justice to  
the richness and breadth of Japanese cuisine. Thus, in the most elaborate restaurant 
article ever to appear in these pages, we have picked two types as subjects, both of 
which are among the most storied and venerated in Japan: Kyoto kaiseki and Tokyo 
sushi. Second, our wine article enters the world of sake and focuses upon the modern 
style crafted to marry with food. In our third Japanese themed story we present  
a masterpiece from our Le Brassus métiers d’art studio, a timepiece inspired by  
the classic painting “The Great Wave off Kanagawa”.

Enjoy Issue 17!

Marc A. Hayek
President and CEO Blancpain
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The power of the sea comes to life on a dial.

Métiers d’art 

THE  
GREAT WAVE

TEXT:  JEFFREY S. KINGSTON
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The latest creation is The Great Wave, inspired by 
Hokusai’s 1830 woodblock print “The Great Wave off 
Kanagawa”. There is perhaps no image in Japanese art 
more iconic than the Great Wave. Hokusai famously 
said, prior to the age of 70, he produced no pictures of 
“any merit”. It took all that time for him to learn about 
the “true nature of things”. What a standard he set for 
himself; he mused that it would take him to the age  
of 100 before he would be able to “make some real 
wonders”! Don’t mention that to the legions who  
have marveled at his life’s work and, in particular, the 
Great Wave, even if it had been created well before age 
100. Few works of art have communicated as forceful-
ly the power and fury of sea as is expressed in the Great 
Wave. The 5,000 prints made from the original wood-
blocks are now coveted treasures and have inspired 
many derivative works that have followed. French 
writer and art critic Edmond de Goncourt offered  
the following observation:

“The drawing of the wave is a deification of the sea 
made by a painter who lived in religious terror of the 
overwhelming ocean completely surrounding his 
country; he is impressed by the sudden fury of the 
ocean’s leap toward the sky…”

Can there be a more challenging tableau for an art-
ist than the microdimensions of a timepiece’s dial? 
After all, freeing themselves from even the dimen-
sions of conventional large paintings or sculptures, 
many modernists take command of an entire room 
to express themselves. Christo’s medium was the  
full length of the Pont Neuf in Paris and miles of 
countryside in California for his “Running Fence”. 
No similar space liberties when it comes to bestow-
ing art upon watch dials or movement components; 
the dimensions and boundaries are miniscule and 
tightly circumscribed. Working in small scale or no, 
in Blancpain’s métiers d’art studio the artisans see 
no boundaries in the techniques and motifs that 
they create. At the benches in the Le Brassus farm-
house that has been in the Blancpain family since 
1860 and is home to both the métiers d’art studio 
and the complicated watch workshops, artistic en-
graving, enameling in multiple forms (miniature 
painting, cloisonné and champlevé), damascening, 
shakudō and more, all take full flight. 

Hokusai’s iconic image of   
THE GREAT WAVE is the inspiration for  
Blancpain’s new métiers d’art piece.
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Unbound from both management directions and 
dusty watch history, Bernardot gave his imagination 
free rein. Having explored both Chinese and Indian 
themes in recent years he wanted to find a new direc-
tion. What came to mind was the intersection between 
Japanese culture and Blancpain’s devotion to environ-
mental protection of the seas as expressed with its 
Ocean Commitment. It did not take him long to con-
nect those thoughts to Hokusai’s iconic depiction of 
the sea. 

But how to express the dynamism of the sea on the 
face of a watch? Bernardot wanted to capture both 
power and motion and, at the same time, frame the 
round dial with an image. Should it be an enamel 
painting? An engraving? He wanted a more forceful 
depiction which led him to create a three-dimension-
al white gold engraving of a wave. For still greater vi-
sual depth, he endowed it with a patina using the 
Japanese shakudō techniques which he pioneered at 
Blancpain with the award-winning Ganesh dials. 
With multiple treatments of the finely hand carved 
image, coupled with delicate polishing of some of the 
areas, Bernardot was able to bring shadow, light and 
energy to his wave.

Capturing the force and dynamism of the wave in but 
a few millimeters of space on the face of a watch was 
an extraordinary challenge for Christophe Bernardot 
in Blancpain’s métiers d’art studio. More than that, it 
was an entirely self-imposed challenge. There are two 
unshakeable philosophical guidelines that shape the 
projects in the Le Brassus studio. First, completely  
at odds with business orthodoxy, the artistic themes 
and projects originate with Bernardot and his team, 
rather than with an edict or direction from manage-
ment. Of course, eventually the ideas are presented to 
Blancpain’s CEO, Marc A. Hayek, for approval, but 
that takes nothing away from the free thinking and 
unbounded liberty to generate ideas that has taken 
root in Le Brassus. Bernardot’s second creative imper-
ative is to disregard the artistic efforts of other watch 
houses and equally to avoid recreating motifs from  
the past reposing in watch museums. Where is the 
creativity in a watch dial that draws from a timepiece 
of 200 years ago?



A three-dimensional WHITE  
GOLD HAND CARVING captures  
the dynamism of the sea.
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The Great Wave watch opens a new chapter in 
Blancpain’s métiers d’art collection. Prior to this debut, 
Blancpain has used its caliber 15B pocket watch move-
ment as the base for these special pieces. For The Great 
Wave, Blancpain turned to a new variation of the 13R0 
movement that debuted in 2006 and which launched 
Blancpain’s creation of 35 new movements that now 
power almost all of the collections. Named the 13R3A, 
the Great Wave movement differs from the 13R0 in its 
positioning of the power reserve indicator on the back 
of the watch. It shares, however, the extraordinary 
eight day power reserve and three main spring barrel 
architecture of its predecessor. Thus, not only does The 
Great Wave blaze a new path with its original combi-
nation of theme, materials and technique on the dial, 
it sets itself apart from métiers d’art efforts elsewhere 
with its technically advanced movement. •

The complex wave was done in the form of what 
watchmakers call an applique, an element that would 
be attached to the surface of the dial. Finding the right 
surface material became the second part of his quest. 
Bernardot wanted to showcase the wave, but not up-
stage it. Bright or overly smooth finishes risked de-
stroying the spirit of the piece. Examining a wide range 
of materials, he settled on a stone never before used as 
the background for a watch dial, Mexican obsidian. Its 
gray moody color, infused with subtle, extremely fine 
bright grains, both highlighted the wave and built the 
atmosphere of a storm. With both the color and tex-
ture he wanted, Bernardot had next to confront the 
challenge of attaching the hand carved wave, which 
meant drilling fine holes through the stone in order to 
accept miniscule feet on the backside of the applique. 
Extreme delicacy of technique was required to avoid 
cracking or shattering the obsidian stone.

As has been the case with creations from his studio, 
The Great Wave timepiece that was presented at Basel 
is a unique piece. There will be others, each one unique 
with variations in form and color. Indeed, collectors 
have already begun making requests for bespoke ver-
sions adding other elements to the tableau such as 
small fishermen’s boats and Mount Fuji. Every Great 
Wave timepiece will be a limited edition of one.

Each Great Wave timepiece  
will be UNIQUE.
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From Villeret to Monroe.

The

LADYBIRD

TEXT:  JEFFREY S. KINGSTON
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At but 16 years of age, Betty Fiechter joined Blancpain 
in 1915 as an apprentice. Although fresh from her 
studies, she could not have foretold where her engage-
ment would lead. Betty was destined to stay at 
Blancpain working full time for another forty-five 
years and as a trusted advisor for yet an additional ten 
years, a career of more than a full half century. When 
she joined, Blancpain was led by the seventh genera-
tion of the Blancpain family, Frédéric-Émile Blancpain 
who descended from the founder Jehan-Jacques 
Blancpain, who was recorded on the village rolls of 
Villeret as a watchmaker in 1735. Betty Fiechter’s re-
sponsibilities at Blancpain grew rapidly as she became 
head of manufacturing and technical and commercial 
development. Such was Frédéric-Émile Blancpain’s 
confidence in her that he moved his residence from 
the family home in Villeret to Lausanne. Revealing his 
embrace of technology and his progressive approach 
to management was his use of a then remarkable and 
groundbreaking invention, the Dictaphone. He was 
given to dictating his thoughts onto the wax rolls of 
the machine and depositing the rolls in the mail, trust-
ing that his orders would be carried out by Betty. 

Always good for a pithy turn of phrase, Margaret 
Thatcher got it half right when applied to Blancpain’s 
iconic women’s Ladybird, for it took the vision and 
talents of both a man and a woman, Jean-Jacques 
Fiechter and his aunt Betty Fiechter, to place 
Blancpain on the path to create it. The careers of the 
two Fiechters at Blancpain spanned sixty-five years, 
which saw them singly, but for long periods together, 
leading Blancpain. It was during their reign that 
Blancpain’s specialty in creating women’s watches 
flourished, leading, in Blancpain’s historic Villeret 
workshops, to the conception of the celebrated  
Ladybird in 1956. These now iconic women’s time-
pieces soon achieved such fame and renown that a 
gorgeously diamond set platinum Blancpain watch  
(the headline lot in a Hollywood auction) became 
the choice of American actress Marilyn Monroe.

“If you want something said, ask a man;  
if you want something done, ask a woman.” 
Margaret Thatcher

Above: Betty Fiechter.

Below: Jean-Jacques Fiechter.
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There is a touching letter marking the transfer of 
Blancpain after 200 years within the founding family 
to Betty Fiechter. Frédéric-Émile’s daughter, Nellie, 
wrote to Betty:

“My dear Betty:

You can imagine that it is not without a painful wrench-
ing of my heart that I see the conclusion for me of the 
period that links me to all the memories of my childhood 
and youth. The end of Villeret for Papa brings real  
sadness, but I can assure you that the only solution 
which can truly ease my sadness is your taking over  
of the manufacture together with Mr. Léal. Thanks to 
this fortunate solution I can see that the traditions  
of our precious past will be followed and respected in 
every way. 
You were for Papa a rare and dear collaborator. One 
more time let me thank you for your great and last- 
ing tenderness which I embrace and carry with me in  
my heart.

Best to you, Nellie”

The early days were not easy for Betty Fiechter. The 
Great Depression walloped the entirety of the Swiss 
watch industry, causing widespread business failures 
and producing massive unemployment. Blancpain’s 
solution was to seek refuge in the American market, 
which, by the mid-30s, was in sounder condition than 
prevailed in Europe. The opening which Fiechter 
found was as a movement supplier. Over time, 
Blancpain became a principal supplier of Gruen, Elgin 
and Hamilton. 

Frédéric-Émile died suddenly in 1932. With his loss 
came the end of the family name Blancpain for the 
business, as he had no male heirs and his daughter did 
not wish to take up the enterprise. There were, how-
ever, capable hands eager to take over the Blancpain 
enterprise, those of Betty Fiechter who, together with 
the Blancpain sales director André Léal, pooled all 
their savings and purchased the company in 1933,  
renaming it Rayville-Blancpain, Rayville being a pho-
netic anagram of Villeret. Owing to an oddity of Swiss 
law, this name change was not optional. With no mem-
ber of the Blancpain family remaining associated with 
the business, the new owners were required to alter the 
official name. (The gymnastics provoked by this regu-
lation have over time led to bizarre solutions with one 
famous Geneva watch company searching for and hir-
ing a person “with the right last name” in order to 
continue their hyphenated name trademark.) 



For TWO CENTURIES there  
was family ownership of Blancpain.

Above: The original  
Blancpain Villeret farmhouse.

Lower left: The village  
of Villeret, circa 1900.

Lower right:  
Frédéric-Émile Blancpain.
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Jean-Jacques, with a degree in history and destined, 
in fact, to complete a doctorate, entered his aunt’s 
business with no background in watchmaking.  
Not that his family was distant from watchmaking;  
his grandfather was a watchmaker at Blancpain  
until 1939. The career development and training of 
her nephew was a priority for Betty and she organized 
a full year’s program to expose him to and train him 
in Blancpain’s finance, marketing and products. When 
this program was completed, Jean-Jacques was given 
charge of new product development and day-to-day 
operations at Blancpain.

Following the completion of his training year, Jean-
Jacques joined Betty on the governing board of 
Blancpain, which then consisted of only the two  
of them. They jointly led Blancpain until 1960, when 
it merged into SSIH which included such famous 
Swiss names as Omega and Lemania. Throughout  
this time, they collaborated closely and often traveled 
as a team to meet with clients. Both Betty and Jean-
Jacques served together on the larger SSIH board  
until 1970, when Betty fully retired. 

A further blow to the enterprise came with the passing 
of Fiechter’s co-owner, André Léal, on the eve of 
World War II.

Betty Fiechter, thus, found herself in a unique, better 
said, pioneering, position in the watch industry.  
She became the world’s first woman patronne (presi-
dent) and owner of a prestige watch business, one 
which then counted between 200 and 300 employees. 
Holding this position alone until 1950, her profile in 
the Swiss watch industry became legendary.

One of the specialties begun by Betty’s mentor, 
Frédéric-Émile, was the production of small move-
ments destined for women’s watches. Starting just  
before World War I, Blancpain developed a small  
oval caliber and a baguette-shaped caliber, both of 
which proved to be extremely popular. Betty Fiechter 
expanded and made this specialty bloom. She seized 
upon a strategy of becoming a supplier of movements 
sold with a surrounding small inner case. This was 
done in response to punishing tariffs imposed upon 
fully completed cased watches. These inner-cased 
movements, called calottes, were shipped to markets 
around the world, with America being the most im-
portant, where they were inserted into precious metal 
cases and, in most instances, adorned with jewels.

Betty’s achievements in her leadership of Blancpain 
formed the platform for what was to come when she 
was joined by Jean-Jacques Fiechter, her nephew. 

Villeret workshop, circa 1963.
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The Fiechter’s leadership of Blancpain  
witnessed THE CREATION OF TWO ICONS: 

the Ladybird and the Fifty Fathoms.



named “La Maison”, and one other. La Maison was 
divided in two; Betty living in one half and Jean-
Jacques in the other. Symbolically, La Maison linked 
many eras of Blancpain. It served as the residence of 
Jules-Émile Blancpain, the father of Frédéric-Émile, 
Frédéric-Émile himself, and finally the Fiechters. 
Later, in 1959, Jean-Jacques reached further into the 
roots of Blancpain when he moved into an apartment 
located in the original 1636 Jehan-Jacques farmhouse.

There were two key innovations that Blancpain devel-
oped for the construction of what became not only the 
world’s smallest round movement, but, vitally import-
ant, one which was robust notwithstanding its small 
dimensions. The first was the addition of one extra 
wheel in the gear train. Normally a mechanical watch’s 
wheel train consists of four wheels, counting the bar-
rel drum as the first wheel and ending with the fourth 
(often referred to as the “seconds wheel”) which is 
driven by a pinion on the escapement. Fiechter’s solu-
tion to reducing the size of the movement while, at the 
same time, indulging in no compromises in reliability 
was to add one more wheel. No doubt those knowl-
edgeable in watch construction will bolt upright at the 
thought. “But then the watch would run backwards!” 
That would be true, except that the escapement was 
configured to run backwards. Problem solved.

The early years of the joint Fiechter tenure in the  
management of Blancpain witnessed the creation of 
two watches which not only are iconic but endure  
today as pillars within the Blancpain collections:  
the Fifty Fathoms diving watch and, the subject of  
this essay, the Ladybird women’s timepiece. For the 
creation of the Ladybird, the Fiechters were able to 
draw upon what already was a well-established 
Blancpain specialty. The ambitions were soaring;  
from the very beginning of the project, they wanted 
to create a landmark record setting watch. Jean-
Jacques was friendly and on exceedingly good terms 
with another watch house located in the Vallée de Joux 
that had debuted an extremely small baguette-shaped 
women’s watch. Fiechter’s goal was to surpass his 
friend’s work in two important respects: first, to be 
smaller and round in shape and, second, vitally, to be 
robust. The baguette watch from the Vallée de Joux 
was extremely fragile and, without being unduly  
harsh in criticism, prone to breakage from even as 
simple an act as turning the winding crown in the 
wrong direction. 

The Fiechters succeeded brilliantly on both scores. 
The very definition of “hands on” for the development 
project, both Betty and Jean-Jacques lived in Villeret. 
Recall that this was the village in which Blancpain’s 
founder, Jehan-Jacques Blancpain, in 1735 had his 
workshop on the upper floor of his farmhouse dating 
back to 1636. By the early 1950s, Blancpain owned 
three separate buildings in Villeret: the original 
Jehan-Jacques farmhouse/workshop, another which 
was reconstructed in 1863 following a massive fire and 
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The winding/time setting design for the rearward  
facing crown on the caliber R550 (and the superseded 
R520) was blazingly clever in its conception. The 
crown was attached to a wheel that could directly en-
gage with the barrel’s winding rochet gear. The teeth 
of that wheel were of a style commonly called “Breguet 
teeth”. When turned in one direction, they act to turn 
the wheel (in this case the barrel rochet) with which 
they are engaged. However, when turned in the other 
direction, the teeth slip by those of the other wheel. 
Thus, the crown, correctly turned, would wind the 
watch; turned in the other direction, it would freely 
turn without affecting the barrel. When the crown was 
lifted to the time setting position (established by a 
small spring pressed against a collar on its column), 
another wheel, located on the dial side of the move-
ment, would be engaged to set the time.

What was genius of the added fifth wheel? It helped 
to control the force arriving at the escapement, bring-
ing robustness to the design. 

The second innovation was the addition of anti-shock 
protection for the balance wheel. Preexisting extra- 
small movements, in the interest of size, omitted  
this critical element. Of course, this omission ren-
dered these calibers particularly fragile. Blancpain 
found a way to adapt anti-shock designs so that they 
could be fitted into the microdimensions of the Lady-
bird caliber.

As for the size, it was a record: 11.85 mm in diameter. 
Along with the record size for the movement overall 
was another record, the smallest balance wheel. So 
small, in fact, that Fiechter found that only the most 
skilled watchmakers could master its construction 
which required poising the smallest-in-the-world  
balance wheel with 22 miniscule gold screws.

In addition to establishing a size world first, Blancpain 
was awarded a patent on its winding system. Two  
versions were generally offered: the caliber R55 with 
a traditional crown at 3 o’clock and the caliber R550 
with the crown on the back. Actually there were, brief-
ly, two other versions, the calibers R52 and R520 
which ran at 2.5 Hz; the caliber R55 and R550 running 
at 3 Hz followed almost immediately and effectively 
replaced the lower-frequency R52/520s. 

Above: The Ladybird caliber 
R550 with its crown on the back.

Right: The Ladybird specification 
sheet showing components  
in actual size; take note of the 
balance wheel at far left, 
bottom row.
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Creativity did not stop with the groundbreaking 
movement. Blancpain invented the “Bullet” version of 
the Ladybird with an easy strap changing system 
which was a world first for a haut de gamme timepiece. 
The back of the watch had a slot into which the strap 
was threaded. In only a matter of seconds, with no 
manual dexterity required, the strap could be changed 
to a different color. Indeed, the Bullet Ladybird was 
sold with a selection of straps in three different colors. 

Blancpain’s Ladybird enjoyed enormous commercial 
success both with watches sold under the name 
Blancpain and with watches sold under the name of 
different watch brands and jewelry houses. Following 
the model pioneered by Betty Fiechter, many Lady-
birds were exported as finished movements housed  
in an inner case. Thereupon, these watches were  
completed by outfitting them with an outer gold  
case and, in most cases, adding decorative jewels.  
One of the heavily gem set pieces was chosen by  
Marilyn Monroe.

The naming of Fiechter’s creation as the Ladybird  
lay at the intersection between French and American 
English. What he had in mind was the word coccinelle 
which is the French name for a ladybug. In French, 
that fit perfectly and captured the essence of the petite 
size of the movement and the refinement of the watch. 
But there was a problem translating into American 
English. Although coccinelle may be romantic and, in-
deed, is lyrical as it rolls off the tongue, the American 
translation, “ladybug”, enjoys neither of these virtues. 
There simply is no way to dress up the guttural grunt-
ing tied to the word “bug” and the images it conjures 
of unsavory insects. To dodge this harsh conundrum, 
Fiechter had the inspiration to bulldoze translation 
issues to one side and adopt what for Americans would 
be the entirely fanciful name “Ladybird” which would 
remain the same in both languages.

Above: Jeweled Ladybirds form 
an important part of its history.

Right: Marilyn Monroe’s 
Blancpain.

Blancpain was FAVORED  
BY MARILYN MONROE.
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The MODERN LADYBIRD  
offering a diversity of styles.
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The modern Ladybird offers a diverse collection of 
models in both white gold and red gold, all 21.5 mm 
in diameter. Gem settings distinguish the pieces with 
both diamond set bezels and, on the dial, diamonds 
and often rubies or sapphires. Many varieties are fur-
ther decorated with mother-of-pearl or finely sunburst 
opaline dials. All models boast platinum winding  
rotors and clear case backs. For the 60th anniversary 
year, to bring an added feminine touch to the Lady-
bird, Blancpain has fitted the case with gem set pen-
dants in a variety of different styles: open styled heart 
shapes with diamonds and rubies, solid hearts with 
diamonds and, naturally, ladybugs with snow settings 
(serti neige) of diamonds and rubies. As the owner 
wishes, these pendants can easily be attached, removed 
or changed, or, as a further option, more than one can 
be attached to the watch. As well, there is a special 60th 
anniversary edition which is distinguished by its fine-
ly carved mother-of-pearl dial accented by diamonds 
and a platinum winding rotor decorated with a serti 
piquet diamond and delicate soleil traces radiating  
outward from the gemstone. Straps are offered in alli-
gator, calfskin and satin; by special order a double 
wrap calfskin bracelet is available. • 

In addition to its commercial success, the Ladybird 
achieved critical acclaim. Today, the Grand Prix d’Hor- 
logerie de Genève (“Geneva Grand Prix of Horology” 
or as it is often called “GPHG”) is the premier yearly 
Swiss watch competition. Its predecessor was the Prix 
de la Ville de Genève (“The City of Geneva Prize”) 
which the Ladybird won several times.

Since it debuted in 1956, the Ladybird has been a fix-
ture in Blancpain’s collections. Although the move-
ments have changed over the years and taken on the 
added luxury of automatic winding, Ladybirds have 
always been Blancpain’s signature small diameter 
timepieces. Capturing the essence of what they repre-
sent, Blancpain in the 1980s observed that “if the  
Ladybird were made larger, it would be too small”! 

The Ladybird has always  
been BLANCPAIN’S SIGNATURE  
small diameter timepiece.
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GOMBESSA II I
 Expedition
Antarctica: a frozen desert, an oasis of life…

TEXT: LAURENT BALLESTA 

Multi-annual ice ceiling, 
discolored by algae, Dent Island. 
Depth: 12 m.
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Crack in the ice floe  
near Dent Island.

I do not have my head in the stars, but 
firmly in ice flakes, and to cap it all, a 
blow to the top of the head with a spade 
serves to remind me of the harsh reality 
of the situation: a meter deep, impris-
oned in the ice floe, or to be more exact, 
stuck in a morass of sparkling ice crys-
tals. A day and a half of preparation for a 
humiliating ducking that lasts less than 
ten minutes at less than a meter under-
water! Action replay…

Upon arrival this morning, a thin layer of 
ice had formed on the surface of the hole 
that we had drilled the day before in 3 m 
of ice. Black water finally appeared after we 
had removed most of the ice blocks still 
floating in the well. It was the first time that 
we were to dive through such a miniscule 
entrance so I decide to test the passage 
alone to start off with. I haul myself to the 
bottom as best I can with my hands, knees, 
heels and the tips of my fins. When I final-
ly make it through the narrow opening,  
I notice that the floe does not look like  
a solid, flat ceiling as it does from the sur-
face. It is a thick layer of ice flakes, which 
have started to move as a result of my de-
scent. These millions of little crystals float 
and, pushed by Archimedes, converge on 
the wells that we have just opened. One 
should imagine a giant upside down sink 
whose viscous contents empty out from 
above…for a short moment, I think of  
going down and starting my exploration 
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while waiting for my mates who will follow 
shortly, but a bad feeling swiftly catches up 
with me: this mounting ice soup is in the 
process of blocking the one and only exit! 
Without the slightest hesitation, I give up 
and try to go back up. A third of the hole 
is already closed, in other words, about a 
meter, with icy mush. 

With one hand raised, I manage, with  
difficulty, to push my arms into this half- 
liquid, half-solid stuff, but once I get up to 
my shoulders there is no way of getting  
any higher. With the other hand I inflate 
my vest in order to have greater lift but 
nothing helps. Fortunately we had set up a 
rope. I attempt to pull myself up but the 
hole is too narrow to allow me to bring my 
arm alongside my body. With infinite pa-
tience, I gain centimeter after centimeter. 
The situation becomes critical: the higher 
I hoist myself, the more I am stuck in  
the icy glue. So here I am stuck and half 
stunned.

The cranial trauma has had one advantage: 
to get Cédric to understand that I am a few 
dozen centimeters from the surface but 
paralyzed and invisible under the thick 
“porridge”. 

Then I feel a hand grab mine at the same 
time as someone pulls the rope. Relief as 
I’m hoisted out! I hold on tight, as much 
with my hands as with my jaws in order to 
hang on to my mouthpiece which I am 
about to drop. A few seconds later, I am at 
last in the fresh air.

Nothing is easy when it comes to diving in 
the Antarctic!

The commitment and the limitations are 
so immense that every moment on the 
ground is exhausting and a source of iner-
tia that is hard to overcome. Every day, six 
hours of preparation are required before 
getting in the water and sometimes hours 
on foot to reach a dive site. Then there is 
the question of getting kitted up. Four lay-
ers to put on one over the other: thermal 
underwear, followed by an electric heater 
bodysuit, then by a thick fleece and finally 
a waterproof neoprene suit. Added to this 
are a hood, underhood, heated gloves, pro-
tective waterproof gloves, fins, 16 kg of 

Top: Ice crystal collection, north  
of Petrel Island.

Bottom: Mother and child Weddell  
seals (Leptonychotes weddellii) on  
the edge of the ice floe, northeast  
of the piste du lion (lion trail)  
connecting three Antarctic islands.

THIS MOUNTING ICE SOUP  
is in the process of blocking the one 
and only exit!
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weights, heater batteries, rebreathers, back- 
up gas cylinders and my photography 
equipment. We look like astronauts, minus 
the bubble helmet! After an hour of prepa-
ration with the invaluable help of Manu, 
the emergency doctor, we’re done and  
finally ready to topple into the freezing  
water with 90 kg of equipment on our 
backs! The cold bites our faces and swiftly 
the few square centimeters of exposed  
skin are anesthetized. The cold is there-
fore no longer our main cause of distress 
during the first hour of the dive and that’s 
fortunate. The whole of last year we at-
tempted to identify the weak points of  
classic diving suits. Following this, we  
improved on existing options together 
with the manufacturers thereof.

The temperature underwater reaches just 
–1.8 °C and the calorie burn rate is infinite-
ly faster. The cold in the water is so pene-
trating that it leads to hypothermia well 
before the slightest chilblain. Without a 

suit, one would die in less than ten minutes. 
With our equipment, we can withstand it 
for hours, up to five hours to be precise.

Naturally in cold like this, the challenge re-
mains almost insurmountable. But once 
underwater, the brightness of this place 
suppresses any frustrations. It is amongst 
those sights that cure all ills. This water 
clarity is a blessing for the photographer.  
I owe this exceptional atmosphere to the 
ice. Of course it reduces the amount of 
light, but it improves its quality. The water 
under the floe appears more transparent 
than anywhere else, because no stray light 
interferes with the particles it carries. Amid 
cracks, or seal holes, wells of light form here 
and there and subtly light up the under- 
water landscapes. It is a fairytale of weak yet 
amazing lights, timid yet penetrating.  
In these unbearable temperatures, these 
rays are akin to heat sources, which warm 
the photographer’s eye. Entranced by them, 
for a second I forget the biting cold.

After a few weeks, we begin to get the hang 
of it. The preparation for dives is more 
streamlined, but remains very long. Our 
immersion also gets longer and deeper. 
The further down we go, the more striking 
the contrast between “earth” and “sea”: on 
the surface, it is the harshness of the envi-
ronment that limits life, while underwater 
it seems to be characterized by its delicacy. 
One might believe oneself to be in the 
tropics. We visit luxuriant gardens of ani-
mal life that are impossible to imagine 
when on the surface in the polar desert. 
Most of the species encountered are en-
demic. These exceptional living beings 
successfully adapted to the southern polar 
ocean when it became isolated 35 million 
years ago.

The deeper it gets, the richer the biodiver-
sity, as life is compromised on the surface 
due to sudden changes in salinity levels, 
highly toxic for marine organisms. Be-
tween 10 and 15 m, kelp forests take over 

THE WATER UNDER THE FLOE APPEARS 
MORE TRANSPARENT THAN  
ANYWHERE ELSE, because no stray light  
interferes with the particles it carries.

Top: Newborn Weddell seal  
(Leptonychotes weddellii), Dent Island.

Bottom: Starfish (Odontaster validus),  
Dent Island. Depth: 5 m.

Left: Field of non-specified colonial 
tunicates, Cape Géodésie. Depth: 85 m.
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Weddell seal (Leptonychotes 
weddellii), Dent Island. 
Depth: 12 m.
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Top: Giant Antarctic Pantopoda or sea 
spider (Colossendeis megalonyx), 
Claude Bernard Island. Depth: 14 m.

Bottom: Giant Antarctic isopod 
(Glyptonotus antarcticus), island 
southeast of La Selle. Depth: 14 m.

Right: Opisthobranch in the middle 
of a field of hydroids. Depth: 75 m.



the landscape. The kelp in question has 
unique leaves that are almost 4 m long, 
creating a setting that is simultaneously 
imposing and sober. Continuing with our 
descent, we encounter a number of Mac-
roptychaster accrescens or starfish that are 
about 40 cm in diameter, much bigger than 
those in warmer seas, and then a Colos-
sendeis megalonyx, Antarctica’s Pantopoda 
or giant sea spider, typical of the poles with 
its spider-like allure. Admittedly, this 
group of marine arthropods is to be found 
in all the world’s oceans, but is only repre-
sented by rare species that are virtually 
invisible to the naked eye when one dives 
in temperate and tropical latitudes. It is 
only in polar oceans that sea spiders have 
expanded and reach incredible widths of 
up to several dozen centimeters. They are 
a magnificent sight to behold. Their bodies 
are so restricted that their internal organs 
have to be housed in their legs.

At 50 m, the lack of light prevents algae 
from developing, thus making space for 
fields of sea pens. In places, these hydroids 
form thick carpets. Elsewhere are fields  
of thousands of scallops, a kind of small  
coquille Saint-Jacques, but which takes  
90 years to reach 10 cm wide. Everything 
takes time in the Antarctic. It is at these 
depths that we notice the crinoids, Proma-
chocrinus kerguelensis. Close relatives of 
the starfish, attached to the seabed by a 
stalk, they move by undulating their 15 
feather-covered arms. Their appendages 
also enable them to filter waters rich in 
plankton. 

We also see some Glyptonotus antarcticus, 
Antarctica’s giant isopod which resembles 
a sea beetle, as capable of swimming as it 
is of walking on the seabed. From 70 m 
onwards, a wide variety of life cohabits. In 
just a single square meter, thousands of 
species live together: gorgonian sea fans, 
shellfish, soft corals, sponges, little fish… 
I am convinced that nobody, out of con-
text, would guess that the photographs of 
these undersea gardens were taken in the 
Antarctic, which, with their incredible di-
versity of scenery, colors and exuberance, 
are reminiscent of tropical coral reefs. All 
these fixed invertebrates, these animals in 
plant form, seem to have attained huge 
proportions and if nothing interferes with 
them, their growth appears limitless in this 
enormously stable universe. Conversely, 
the slightest disturbance in the environ-
ment is destructive. Ultra-adapted, slow to 
develop, how can these creatures with-
stand current climate changes?

The dives take place in a numbing routine. 
The ice conditions change quickly and 
spotting is required, given the extent to 
which the area metamorphoses from one 
day to the next. We slide into holes dug by 
seals with their canines when they come 

up to breathe. We too need our exit hole. 
The greatest dread of every diver in the 
polar region is to get lost under the ice floe 
and be unable to come up again. To avoid 
this, we have a guiding thread: a bright yel-
low, luminous liana that we are able to see 
despite the lack of light. This is our marker 
and we never stray far from it. How do 
these Weddell seals manage without this 
Ariadne’s thread? It must be thanks to the 
earth’s magnetic field and some sort of 
built-in compass in their heads.

We enter the water and I discover the most 
beautiful lights that I have ever seen in my 
life. Underneath, the ice is yellow, green 
and orange. Behind the scenes, the decor 
is worthy of a rainbow. Microalgae are  
responsible for these multicolored paint- 
ings. It is akin to a harbinger: these unex-
pected colors magnificently symbolize the 
entrance to another world. After such a 
spectacular beginning, it is clear that 
nothing that awaits us on the bottom will 
be commonplace. These flamboyant algae 
are the sentries: they give us gentle  
warning of the brutal surprise which 
awaits us further down. It is spellbind-
ing—we are in the midst of icy havoc,  
a veritable labyrinth. 
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THE GREATEST DREAD OF  
EVERY DIVER in the polar region  
is to get lost under the ice floe  
and be unable to come up again. 

Under the frozen chaos, 
ice crystals on kelp, Cap des 
Entailles. Depth: 19 m.
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As I return to the hole, I notice seal heads, 
a mother and her baby. I wait a little and 
finally, they enter the water. I watch them 
for a long moment as they inhabit this 
multicolored labyrinth. The setting is 
fairylike and one could quite easily think 
that one was in science fiction surround-
ings! The contrast between men and ani-
mals is striking: for us, it is already 
extremely difficult to simply move under-
water with our heavy equipment, while the 
Weddell seals glide easily and are capable 
of diving to depths of 900 m. It’s so easy  
for them…

The end of the expedition nears, each dive 
counts, but this one is especially dear to my 
heart. For the past two years I have been 
dreaming about being at this most remote 
point on the Dumont d’Urville map: the 
Norsel reef. When we arrived, it was along-
side the floe. Since the melting, it has been 
in the open sea and therefore inaccessible 
by vehicle. We get there by helicopter.  
This pristine site is a spire of rock in the 
middle of the water, topped with a little ice 
cap. It is surrounded by 200 m depths.  
Flying over it is spectacular. The rocky  
outline of the site protects it from icebergs, 
so well, in fact, that one of its faces has  
never been scraped by ice. Life here must 
be protected and has developed plentifully. 
When the helicopter drops us, we are more 
than 10 km from the base, in the middle  
of the sea, facing the continent and sur-
rounded by giant icebergs. This is an ex-
ceptional situation. I think we are all aware 
of the privilege of being here: on this spot 
where nobody before us has ever dived. 
Cédric grabs the chain saw and cuts a stair-
case in the ice to which we fix a ladder  

THE SETTING IS FAIRYLIKE and one  
could quite easily think that one was in  
science fiction surroundings!

to help us climb back up. It is very mild 
outside, perhaps even 0 °C, almost balmy. 
Summer is coming but the water is still  
just as icy: –1.8 °C. We jump from our icy 
springboard and Manu, the doctor, acti-
vates the chronometer. We’re off for a three 
and a half-hour soak in another world, the 
underwater world of the Antarctic.

Every time we have dived, we have re-
turned with creatures and universes that 
have never been photographed before. But 
the most bothersome thing is that, despite 
so many daily discoveries, my gut feeling 
is that we have but skimmed over the sub-
ject, and that there are still so many under-
water landscapes and species to reveal for 
the first time. We could start all over again 
without getting in the slightest bit bored. 
This trip has been so intense that I have the 
feeling I have experienced the entire expe-
dition as a single, ongoing 50-day-long 
dive. It undoubtedly took a considerable 
time to start, when I think of the endless 
journey and the long initial days of setting 

up the equipment, but from the moment 
we put our heads underwater, it just never 
stopped—dive, pre-dive and post-dive— 
it was all so energy-intensive, packed,  
relentless, with sleep so deep and so in-
stantaneous that no time has been left for 
reflection, with the aim of obtaining a little 
perspective. Such an incredible sequence 
of events leaves me with a feeling of but a 
single, unique and continuous dip; not a 
succession of lived experiences but rather 
a single, compact slice of life.

The commitment and the risks also have 
their upsides in terms of a kind of tran-
scendence. The moments when I give of my 
best are, it appears, when photographic 
conditions become the most difficult. The 
biting cold, the trap of being under the ice 
floe, the lack of light, the great depths in 
which most of the creatures hide away,  
everything is challenging. And it is pre-
cisely because every shot is hard to take 
that the exercise becomes as fascinating as 
it is alienating.

Mother and child Weddell seals 
(Leptonychotes weddellii), Dent Island. 
Depth: 2 m.
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Left: Submerged section of an iceberg 
southwest of the Îlot de la Vierge.  
Depth: 30 m.

Right: Edge of the ice floe, above the 
submerged reef south of La Selle Island. 



THE MOMENTS WHEN I GIVE OF  
MY BEST are, it appears, when photographic 
conditions become the most difficult.
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survives rather than actually lives, diving 
might appear to be an act of pure provoca-
tion given that these waters, as magical as 
they are, are inhospitable to simple pri-
mates such as ourselves. One has to have 
chosen to do these dives, to be sure of one’s 
desire and curiosity and taste for explora-
tion. In the Antarctic, one cannot feign 
one’s passion. One cannot go down there 
by default, the demands are far too great 
for anyone that is half-hearted about it.

Forget conventional ideas of what pushes 
us to extremes. Down there, there is nei-
ther good living nor the welcome of luxu-
riant surroundings. It is something else 
down there. Despite the unspeakably 
harsh climate, there are bright sides to be 
found. It’s just that they are scarce and sub-
tle. In this era of an overpopulated, ultra-
connected world abounding with artificial 
enjoyment, it transpires that solitude and 
isolation are becoming rare luxuries in our 
time. The Antarctic is able to offer this. 
These gifts nevertheless come at a price 

DOWN THERE, THERE IS NEITHER 
GOOD LIVING nor the welcome  
of luxuriant surroundings.  
It is something else down there.

The logistical weight of the dives also has 
an upside: it creates solidarity within the 
team. I have never felt so well supported.  
I don’t think we have ever been this close to 
one another. And when the exhaustion 
starts to manifest itself, when the idea of 
giving up surreptitiously raises its head, the 
solution lies in the team. Not that one gives 
way to gentle affection but, on the contrary, 
by indulging in unsubtle jokes. The tom-
foolery is a delicate way of pulling ourselves 
together, and mocking some members of 
the group cheers up the others.

The expression “being worth it” has never 
been so accurate because while the dives 
are painful, they are always fruitful. The 
images we bring back have a particular 
value: they are unprecedented mostly be-
cause there are undoubtedly fewer men 
that have dived here than have summited 
Mount Everest. Here, the challenge is more 
to do with taking original underwater 
photographs than just diving. At the heart 
of this hostile environment, where one 

Top: Helmet jellyfish (Periphylla periphylla), 
found in Antarctica as well as in the Arctic. 
Depth: 12 m.

Bottom: Ice fingers under the ice floe,  
La Baleine Island. Depth: 5 m.
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Emperor penguins, edge of  
the ice floe, north of Petrel Island.

AT THE HEART OF THIS HOSTILE  
ENVIRONMENT, WHERE ONE SURVIVES 
RATHER THAN ACTUALLY LIVES,  
diving might appear to be an act of pure  
provocation given that these waters,  
as magical as they are, are inhospitable  
to simple primates such as ourselves.
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and involve accepting a certain dose of suf-
fering. But that matters little, since during 
these taxing dives, during which our ex-
tremities—both feet and hands—freeze 
and swiftly lose all sensitivity, internal feel-
ings, conversely, are on a perpetual boil. 
When one discovers life—lives remote 
from all life—in the heart of these depths, 
so inclement when it comes to human sur-
vival, more than ever one experiences the 
soul of an explorer. At the dawn of the 
third millennium, where, on our little 
planet, can one still conceive of being the 
first to observe a pristine piece of nature? 

Unquestionably in the polar depths un-
touched by human hand or diving fin-
shod feet...You may smile, but when we 
dive down there in the Antarctic, that is 
exactly how we feel! I sincerely hope you 
will feel it too as you immerse yourself in 
this account. •

GOMBESSA III

For their third Gombessa Expedition, Laurent Ballesta and Blancpain travelled to  

Antarctica for a pioneering exploratory, diving and photographic mission. This expedition 

was part of a wider meta-project initiated by movie director Luc Jacquet (who won an 

Academy Award for Best Documentary Feature in 2006 with March of the Penguins) to 

measure the impact of global warming in this polar region, and to capture the attention  

of the general public.
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Dedication to a cause requires renewal. The 
Blancpain Ocean Commitment is a priority 
within the company, but words matter and 
none more than “commitment”. Blancpain 
has committed itself to supporting a broad 
range of environmental initiatives aimed at 
ocean protection and preservation while at 
the same time building public awareness of 
both the beauty of the wild seas and the need 
for conservation. A good example are Laurent 
Ballesta’s Gombessa projects such as the one 
to the Antarctic, magnificently reported in 
this issue, which have been receiving very 
substantial support from Blancpain for many 
years. In addition, however, to the main chan-
nel of backing, Blancpain believes that linking 

additional contributions to limited edition 
Ocean Commitment timepieces has an im-
portant role to play in the overall Ocean Com-
mitment program. When a contribution is 
tied to a watch, not only does that, of course, 
bring a degree of funding, but the watch it- 
self raises the public’s awareness of the over- 
all cause. 

The first Ocean Commitment Bathyscaphe 
Chronographe Flyback was launched in 2014. 
Limited to 250 examples, each watch carried 
with it a donation in the amount of 1,000 euros 
to ocean protection initiatives. That timepiece 
with its gray ceramic case, blue ceramic bezel, 
blue dial, and in-house caliber F385 5 Hz  

column wheel chronograph movement sold 
out rapidly. 

Blancpain has now announced a second new 
limited series, equally of 250 pieces, and each, 
equally as well, bringing a 1,000 euro charita-
ble donation. This second series has all the 
virtues of the first, with a new color palette: 
dark blue ceramic case, blue ceramic bezel,  
and gray dial. The movement is identical,  
the caliber F385.

Each owner of the new series can be proud  
that his watch produced a donation to an 
Ocean Commitment supported charitable  
organization. •

Chapter Two: A New Ocean Commitment 

BATHYSCAPHE

TEXT:  JEFFREY S. KINGSTON
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Modern 

JAPANESE CUISINE

TEXT:  JEFFREY S. KINGSTON

New creativity keeps  
venerable tradition alive.
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injecting touches of modernity to the ancient for-
mulae. With neither rupture nor revolution, both 
have discovered new and innovative interpretations 
that, on the one hand, fully honor their heritages 
and, on the other, keep them alive with subtle twists 
on the old rules and dictates. 

The term “kaiseki” derives from two words, kai which 
means “bosom” and seki which means “stone”, and  
recalls the habit of monks who carried warm stones 
in their clothing thought to ward off hunger pangs. 
Gradually the meaning evolved into a description of 
a light meal. The connection to tea came with the de-
velopment of the tea ceremony by Sen no Rikyu in  
the 1500s. The strong matcha green tea that was the  
central element of the ceremony was naturally very 
strongly caffeinated, so much so that drinking the tea 
on an empty stomach could cause discomfort. Rikyu’s 
answer was to introduce food as part of the ceremony. 
Originally, the food offerings were simple: a miso 
soup, three side dishes and rice. Gradually, the food 
elements of the ceremony became far more numerous 
and elaborate. Today, there are two main branches 
which spring from this history, cha-kaiseki which  
reprises the classic tea ceremony and the restaurant 
style kaiseki. Both Hyotei and Miyamasou offer  
kaiseki, albeit with some of the cha flourishes still 
found at Hyotei.

Kyoto. One of the oldest cities in Japan and its  
imperial capital for more than a millennium. It is 
the ancient center not only of government, but phi-
losophy and the arts and, of course, is the birthplace 
of Japan’s most refined and elaborate cuisine known 
as kaiseki. A classic kaiseki meal offers a progres-
sion of refined, some might say “understated” 
courses, expressing the best of the season, and a pre-
scribed order of cooking methods, all presented 
dramatically and artistically upon different serving 
dishes for each course. With its roots in honzen-
ryōri from the imperial court, shojin-ryōri from Zen 
Buddhist monasteries that proliferate in Kyoto, and 
ancient tea ceremonies founded there, it is pre-
served and celebrated in Kyoto as nowhere else with 
extra precision devoted to the presentations, rituals, 
and methods of preparation. With its institutions, 
“restaurant” too feeble a term, tracing back within 
a single family for generations and carrying forward 
through those generations the precious recipes, 
there comes a unique intimate binding to the past 
that defines Kyoto kaiseki. For its loyal devotees, 
kaiseki’s notes and rhythms are known in advance 
and soothe. Yet, there are blowing in Kyoto today 
fresh breezes of change in the genre. Two of its most 
venerated and decorated meccas, Hyotei, led by its 
fifteenth generation, and Miyamasou, in the hands 
of its fourth generation, have embarked on paths 

Past the portal, the entry path 
into Hyotei’s magic world.
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Hyotei is today firmly in the hands of chef Yoshihiro 
Takahashi who took over the kitchen from his father 
two years ago. This is not to say, however, that the  
senior Takahashi (Eiichi) has retired from the scene. 
He still frequents the kitchen to observe and tests  
every new recipe developed by his son. Two unusual 
twists in chef Takahashi’s background prior to assum-
ing the reins from his father. Although it is very much 
the norm in France for a father to train his son pre-
paring and cementing the succession (examples: Marc 
Haeberlin of the Auberge de l’Ill trained by his father 
Paul and Michel Troisgros trained by his father Pierre 
and currently training his son César), that is not the 
practice in Kyoto. Instead, there is a chef ’s network 
and training for succession at another restaurant is 
arranged through network ties. Chef Takahashi’s 
training took place in the Tsuruko kitchen in Kanaza-
wa, following was mentoring under the wing of fellow 
Kyoto chef Yoshihiro Murata of famed Kikunoi ryōtei. 
An interesting crossover in this arrangement, as chef 
Murata himself was tutored by Yoshihiro Takahashi’s 
father. Strong bonds were formed so that chef Murata 
frequently visits to share ideas and cook alongside his 
former pupil. 

Hyotei is the older of the two. Its unassuming exterior  
with its long yellow bamboo walls, Japanese style  
shingle roof, and understated gate is located in the city 
center equidistant from the Heian Shrine (Heian was 
the name of the ancient city) and the famous Zen  
garden of Nanzen-ji. Once past the portal, guests enter 
into a magic world, seemingly a continent removed 
from the city, featuring a slow moving brook filled 
with carp, lush moss covered mounds, and dense 
plantings of trees, bamboo and shrubs resembling a 
rain forest, yet too precisely organized and trimmed 
to call jungle to mind. Paths weave through the garden 
leading to separated bungalows that serve as the indi-
vidual private dining rooms. One of the bungalows 
with a thatched roof, having survived waves of devas-
tating fires that have periodically swept through  
Kyoto, dates back more than 400 years. All of the  
bungalows with their tatami mat and shoji wall decor 
offer tranquil views of the garden. Some, to accommo- 
date in greater comfort Western guests, are equipped 
with foot wells, dispensing with the need to sit cross-
legged in front of the traditional low Japanese lacquer 
serving tables.

Opposite bottom: Sashimi 
course with choice of sauces, 
traditional soy or tomato, yuzu 
and white soy.
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a different direction. In place of the summer tomato, 
the dashi is based upon root vegetable skins that have 
been dried in the sun. 

Of course, the question presents itself. Hyotei boasts 
unmatched devotion by its clientele. How to introduce 
these innovations to those steeped in the long tradi-
tions of the house? Chef Takahashi’s answer is “very 
carefully”. In some cases, it has been serving a dish 
with two dashis, one traditional and the other new, so 
that the diner can chose between the familiar and the 
innovation. Example: a recent meal featured a sashimi 
course of hamo (a soft, almost cloud-like white fish 
seasonally available in July) and snapper, deftly sliced 
with the flesh in tension using a technique called  
ikejime which preserves its texture, offered with two 
sauces, a traditional soy and a new creation with to-
mato (grilled at 120 degrees), yuzu (a citrus) and white 
soy. Of course, the classic soy accompaniment was 
satisfying, but the tomato brought new dimensions  
of both brightness and excitement to both sashimis.  
The other has been to test a new dish with some of his 
most loyal diners to gauge their reactions. 

Chef Takahashi is fiercely devoted to the traditions of 
Kyoto kaiseki but with eyes opened to the outside 
world. He admits to bringing modern cooking equip-
ment into his kitchen such as steam convection ovens, 
blast chillers, and sous-vide equipment. While he sees 
these new devices as useful for enhancing and updat-
ing preparations, he is firm that there could never be 
a substitute for classic grilling over traditional binchō-
tan (sometimes called “white charcoal”). But his  
innovations go far beyond new equipment as he has 
been turning to new ingredients, some going to dashi 
which sits at the very core of kaiseki. Dashi is to Jap-
anese cuisine as sauces are to French. Most tradition-
ally, it is a broth made from kombu (a special seaweed) 
and bonito flakes (dried tuna). Proportions may vary, 
as may other added ingredients such as soy, sugar,  
mirin, ginger or sake. The kombu base, however, is  
a fixture. Not only is dashi ubiquitous, it is seen as  
an essential element in bringing umami to the plate. 
Umami, which can be likened to savory or meaty tastes, 
is often referred to as the fifth fundamental taste that 
we perceive in food; the others being saltiness, sweet-
ness, sourness and bitterness. Umami is an integral 
part of kaiseki preparations and dashi is one of the 
keys to achieving it.

And chef Takahashi has developed new approaches 
for his dashi. In place of the kombu/bonito recipe,  
he has created tomato dashi. Not just one variety of 
tomato dashi, but several depending upon how the 
tomato is treated (charred, broiled, simply mashed, 
etc.). An example is his new recipe for octopus. He 
first prepares his tomato dashi then briefly blanches 
the octopus three times in the liquid, allowing the 
meat to rest between plunges. When served he adds 
an accent of sour plum that brings an explosion of 
taste to the dish. In winter he drives his new dashi in 

Chef Yoshihiro Takahashi.

Hyotei is fiercely devoted  
to KYOTO TRADITION,  
vitalized with new innovations.
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edible minimalist portrait of an idealized egg. The red 
snapper sushi, called chimaki, was in the particular 
style which is a signature of Kyoto’s July Gion Festival. 
The rice and fish are formed into a slender cone, 
wrapped in a bamboo leaf and deftly tied with rush. 
There is art in the presentation and amusement as one 
unties the package. The fig nudged into new territory. 
Generally figs are fried with a rice cracker coating. 
Hyotei elevated the traditional recipe by substituting 
fine sesame flour for the coating. The octopus was  
unusual in that, instead of the tentacles, it was baby 
octopus coated with white miso. The grilled portion 
on the tray was sea eel wrapped around salsify and 
packing a mammoth smoky umami punch. Served 
alongside was a glass cup that is best described as a 
Japanese parfait with layers of red bell pepper and  
tofu purée topped with unctuous uni and a soy gelée. 
The uni with its gelée was a soft pillow wrapped in  
the velvet of the tofu cream, every bite punctuated 
with the surprise of a crunchy pepper bit underneath.  
A masterpiece.

With this refreshment and new accents, chef Taka-
hashi is swift to stress one point. He has not set out to 
upend Kyoto kaiseki. Instead he sees his innovations 
as key to keeping the kaiseki traditions alive. He is 
steadfast in retaining the essence and values of this 
revered cuisine: its progression of courses with differ-
ent cooking methods (raw, steamed, fried, grilled, 
simmered), its unswerving ties to the perfection of 
seasonal ingredients, its minimalist austerity that dis-
penses with frills that would distract from the essence 
of ingredients on the plate, its artistry and poetry in 
the way a preparation is showcased in specially chosen 
serving bowls and plates. 

Nowhere was fidelity to tradition more evident than a 
course presenting eggs, sushi, fig, octopus, eel and uni 
(sea urchin). If there is a single dish that calls to mind 
Hyotei, it is the egg. Its description is simple, banal in 
fact, and seemingly unfitting to a temple of high gas-
tronomy: it consists of a boiled egg, cut in half present-
ed with its yolk facing upwards. No sauce. No frills.  
No clever cooking twists such as smoking. Just the egg 
in all its glory. What makes it special and secures its 
place whenever Hyotei is mentioned is its utter perfec-
tion. The yolk is just barely set and luscious in texture; 
the white perfectly solid; the exterior polished without 
the slightest blemish. Most of all, it is the cutting that 
is improbable; miraculously there is not the slightest 
taint of yolk onto the white or the reverse. It is an  

The famous Hyotei egg 
with fig, eel and sushi.

The HYOTEI EGG: an edible  
minimalist portrait of an idealized egg.
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Above: Hamo.



Desserts for a kaiseki meal should be light and a  
summer meal was no exception. Surrounded with an 
ethereal kirsch gelée, plainly an innovation, were suc-
culently sweet slices of mango, white peach and melon. 
But a cha-kaiseki dessert is far grander than the plate 
itself as it is accompanied by the rituals of a Japanese 
tea ceremony. A luminescent bowl of foamy matcha 
was presented in a gorgeous lacquer bowl. As it is set 
before you by the kimono clad woman, it is gently  
given a turn before her hands are withdrawn from the 
service. The diner is then invited to rotate the bowl in 
three small increments which will bring the artwork 
on its side into view. As the final touch, a sweet water 
confection, a seasonal Kyoto specialty in summer,  
is offered. To bring the event to a close, the chef ’s 
mother appeared to offer her personal greeting.

The principal grilled dish was sea bass. Chef Takahashi, 
however, has refined its preparation. Instead of simply 
grilling the fish, he first bastes it in high temperature 
oil, a Chinese technique adopted by his father. The pro-
cess is complicated as he bastes several times, allowing 
the fish to rest in between. He believes that the resting 
periods allow the fish to retain more of its moisture. 
Accents come from shiso (a Japanese herb somewhat 
similar to a cross between basil and mild mint), lime, 
vinegar and ginger. The combination was brilliant. The 
fish offered a perfectly crisped skin and moist sweet 
flesh all offset by the brightness of lime mixture.

A classic kaiseki meal always includes a simmered dish 
and on this occasion it was abalone, Kamo eggplant  
(a local Kyoto variety, round in shape) tempura, and 
shishito peppers in an elegantly refined traditional 
light dashi. 

The essence of KAISEKI is its tie to  
PERFECT SEASONAL INGREDIENTS.
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One of the hallmarks of kaiseki is its unswerving  
dedication to the best local ingredients. But what is 
“local”? Miyamasou takes matters to the extreme. For 
chef Nakahigashi, “local” means searching for ingre-
dients in the wild environs surrounding the ryokan. 
Thus, for example, all fish served is from the fresh  
waters in the mountains, as the sea, although not  
significantly remote from Kyoto, is not truly “local”. 
Likewise, his vegetables are sourced from adjacent 
parcels. But here, too, he is zealous in his selections. 
Not only does he seek vegetables grown in the envi-
rons, he favors those that grow wild rather than those 
that might be cultivated. His sole interference in his 
natural gardens is the erection of fences to protect  
the plants from wild animals. Apart from that, he 
wants their growth to be unmanipulated and wild. 
And what difference does he perceive when compared 
to cultivated crops? He believes that there are unique 

Miyamasou is located an hour and half ’s drive north 
of Kyoto on a primitive road that winds its way up the 
mountain side and that, in many sections, accommo-
dates but one vehicle at a time. No need for a fence  
to wall off the ryokan from the outside world as its 
remote location insures privacy and guarantees that 
nothing will come between its rooms and the sur-
rounding rain forest. If you harbor the mental image 
of Japan teaming with urban crowds, that will be shat-
tered by Miyamasou’s remoteness, quiet tranquility, 
and isolation. Its integration into the dense forest  
and the stream that flows next to lodging rooms cast 
a spell. It is off the grid and all temptations to dive into 
the small screens that we all carry vaporize.

Miyamasou is a family ryokan presided over by chef 
Hisato Nakahigashi and his wife. It has been in the 
family for 110 years. Although much of chef Nakahi-
gashi’s cooking philosophy was learned from his father, 
following Japanese convention, his training took him 
away from Miyamasou. Before working in another 
Japanese kitchen, he journeyed to France. However, 
rather than apprentice in the back of the house tend-
ing the stoves, Nakahigashi chose a role as a waiter.  
He wanted to learn how guests related to their meals 
and the restaurant experience. This took him to Paris 
and finally to Eugénie-les-Bains with three-star chef 
Michel Guérard. Only upon his return to Japan did  
he train in a Japanese kitchen, at Tsuruko in the Ishi-
kawa Prefecture (far western Japan). Sadly, his home-
coming back to Miyamasou only occurred after his 
father’s passing.

Opposite top: Chef 
Hisato Nakahigashi.

Group of three photos:  
Scenes at the entry and rooms 
of Miyamasou.
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Above: Wagyu beef in kuzu leaf.

Opposite right: Hassun course.

VEGETABLES are  
the STARS at Miyamasou.



dimensions that are expressed by the plants when they 
compete with other plants. For chef Nakahigashi not 
only is the true nature found with unmanipulated 
growth, but by studying the growth cycles, how the 
plants live and when they thrive, he is better able to 
understand how to incorporate them in his cooking. 
Locality and wildness also are trademarks during 
game season as his meats—bear, deer, wild boar—
come from the surrounding mountains.

This dedication to foraging in his “gardens” makes 
vegetables the star ingredients in Nakahigashi’s cui-
sine. Case in point. A preparation of wagyu beef.  
Ordinarily, in the conception of a beef dish, chefs be-
gin with the meat before turning to its accompani-
ments and cooking method. Chef Nakahigashi began 
his creation with a leaf. A kuzu leaf from a tree grow-
ing on the property to be more precise. He wanted to 

find a way to cook something wrapped in kuzu and 
that would absorb its perfume. So what some might 
consider a beef dish, in fact, is a leaf dish. Three years 
were spent perfecting the preparation. The unctuous-
ly fat wagyu is marinated for three days in a mixture 
of miso, mirin, and soy. It then is wrapped in the kuzu 
leaf and topped with sansho pepper flowers (sansho 
is a form of Japanese pepper) and cooked slowly at  
the very low temperature of 43 degrees. The result is 
triumphant. The fat in the beef absorbs the marinade, 
transforming the entirety in texture and taste so as  
to resemble foie gras with notes of the leaf and pepper 
as counterpoints. 
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It is traditional in a kaiseki meal to have a second 
course, termed hassun, to establish the seasonal theme. 
Miyamasou’s interpretation was a medley in a basket 
with blanched herbs from the mountain; cucumber, 
shiitake and local herbs in a tofu dressing; a spear of 
teriyaki baby bamboo; fried konnyaku (sometimes 
called “devil’s tongue”) with a rice cracker coating; 
shrimp with edamame; and a cured egg yolk. All were 
excellent. The cucumber retained all of its crunch, un-
diluted by the creamy tofu dressing. The bamboo as-
tonishingly delicate and tender. The standout, 
however, was the egg yolk. Nakahigashi marinates the 
yolk for three days in miso which brings about a trans-
formation akin to Gouda cheese, right down to the 
brilliant red color of the exterior. 

The attention to minute detail that marks all of Japa-
nese cooking, but especially kaiseki, was on full display 
with the wild river carp sashimi course. Carp is nota-
ble for its firm, almost chewy texture which would be 

diminished with the slightest error in slicing or  
temperature control. Slicing was done table side. Deft-
ly slashed, each slice was carefully laid upon ice before 
serving in a wooden box filled with more ice. Served 
alongside was a square of mild flavored river moss,  
an edible flower and freshly grated wasabi. 

Of course, Miyamasou followed the sashimi with a 
vegetable dish, presenting vividly contrasting colors 
of yellow tomato, red bell pepper and wild mountain 
asparagus, all accented with a delicate yuzu/miso 
glaze. Each element was at its seasonal peak.

Opposite: Carp sashimi 
served on ice.

Left: Wild mountain  
asparagus with yellow tomato 
and red pepper.

Miyamasou features VEGETABLES 
GROWN WILD in its gardens.
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For a brief period during the summer, it is the time 
for ayu, a small local river fish. Miyamisou hewed  
to the tradition of grilling the fish over binchō-tan  
charcoal. Classicism as well in the method of grilling, 
with each fish speared lengthwise, its body formed 
into a gentle vertical S shape to ensure that cooking 
along its length would be even. Ayu is eaten in its en-
tirety, head to tail, the different body sections with 
unique tastes progressing from slightly bitter at the 
head to sweet toward the tail. A vinegar/herb sauce is 
served alongside.

Miyamasou’s emphasis on vegetables produced a  
second vegetable course, this one centered on Japa-
nese water eggplant and cucumber. The eggplant  
was cooked slowly in the oven until its skin burned  
off bringing smoky overtones to the remaining flesh. 
As both the eggplant and cucumber are mild in flavor, 
Nakahigashi brought punch to the preparation with a 
classic kombu-bonito-dashi gelée and kinome (a local 
peppery herb).

Pickles are a fixture of every kaiseki ballade, and restau-
rants of Miyamasou’s stature, of course, brine their 
own. Indeed, chef Nakahigashi has a dedicated cellar 
for his brined, long marinated and fermented prepara-
tions. So important is this to his cooking that he has 
plans to construct a much larger cellar in the coming 
year. There is a freshness and delicacy to the pickles that 
can never be found in the local markets. The pickles 
and a sour plum condiment were served alongside the 
rice topped with sweetly marinated fish.

Naturally, the mountain was the source of the dessert. 
The centerpiece was a wild plum which had been sim-
mered in wine and served with pine nut milk curd all 
surrounded by a refined and understated wild mint 
gelée. The balance was perfect as the pine nut milk 
rounded off the bright acidic flavors of the plum. 

Opposite: Grilling ayu over 
bincho-tan charcoal.
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When speaking of the evolution of the most tradition-
al Japanese cuisine, sushi in Tokyo should not be over-
looked. Kyoto is known for its reverence to its cooking 
roots; Tokyo is not similarly constrained. It is a pulsing 
city that acknowledges no boundaries. One statistic 
offers a glimpse at its diversity; Tokyo is home to 
300,000 restaurants. To appreciate the power of that 
number, compare New York with but 30,000. So if you 
want to look, and no particular effort required, you 
can find anything in Tokyo. Innovative. Never before 
tried. The good. The bad. The ludicrous. It’s all there. 
Hammering home even further Tokyo’s choices, there 
are 300 sushi restaurants in the Ginza alone!

But sushi is different. Here there are rules, even in  
Tokyo. Nonetheless, operating within that frame-
work that defines the genre, innovation and moderni-
ty are appearing. Sushi Tokami in the Ginza makes  
the case.

In common with the finest sushi restaurants in Tokyo, 
Sushi Tokami is miniscule. Its counter accommodates 
but ten guests. Counter seating is the norm at this  
level of sophistication and the making of the sushi  
is placed in plain view. Personal service by the chef is 
what is expected.

Presiding over Sushi Tokami is owner chef Hiroyuki 
Sato. The career path to becoming a sushi chef is never  
short and chef Sato’s ascension was no exception.  
He actually began working as a waiter before he real-
ized that, in Japan, the long-term possibilities were 
limited. Fortuitously, his father had a sushi shop giv-
ing chef Sato a bit of a head start in understanding  
the genre. He began his formal training at a variety of 
different sushi restaurants with his longest sojourn,  
six years, at Akizuki, a famed sushi restaurant in 
Shibuya, Tokyo. Even after training for several years, 
he still was not allowed to serve guests. That role was 
reserved for the master chef. Gradually, however, the 
master chef at Akizuki allowed Sato to make and serve 
sushi for him after the restaurant’s closure and using 
the evening’s leftovers. Receiving the chef ’s critiques 
and pointers from this after-hours service, Sato was 
able to hone and perfect his technique.

Left: Sushi Tokami’s counter.

Opposite: Chef Hiroyuki Sato.
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Sato points out that some say “anyone can make sushi”, 
but he believes that the secret to the best sushi is in  
the finely trained hands of the chef. Novices focus on 
the fish and of course the selection and slicing are  
vital. To the masters, however, it is devotion to the rice 
and its feel that elevates the art. Rice changes every 
day as it reacts to its age, humidity and temperature. 
When the rice is first harvested it contains a lot of  
water. Gradually it dries. Chef Sato believes that,  
in general, it is best after one year’s aging. But there is 
no set time or formula. He checks it every single day. 
His preference is for a particular hybrid that he spe- 
cifies and that comes from northern Japan in the  
Yamagata Prefecture. The supplier is important not 
only to insure the quality as grown but the precision 
of the polishing. The polishing must be delicately  
applied to guarantee that there is no breakage.

Every morning finds him at the Tsukiji fish market 
located in Tokyo’s harbor. He has developed special 
relationships with purveyors, one for tuna, one for uni 
and one for shellfish, who each prepare special boxes 
for him. From those boxes he makes his own selec-
tions with an eye toward those that will best pair with 
his style of rice. Adding to the complexity of his deci-
sions is the question of aging. To many less experi-
enced devotees, it is thought that all sushi fish is served 
as soon as possible after it is caught. That is not always 
true. Aging of some tuna parts for up to a week is 
done, with the chef checking frequently to determine 
when the time is perfect. 

Kombu deserves special attention and chef Sato  
brings to its preparation his own philosophy. He  
prefers kombu that has been aged for five years. This 
endows it with particularly rich umami.

The norm in the Tokyo sushi world is to incorporate 
white vinegar into the rice. At Sushi Tokami red vine-
gar made from sake lees is used and the fish is chosen 
to mate with the extra rich umami that comes from 
this departure from the usual. Not only is the flavor 
accent different, slightly acidic and bright rather than 
sweet, so is the color as the rice takes on an amber hue.

At simple sushi restaurants, one plunges immediately 
into the sushi nigiri. Nigiri is the classic sushi presen-
tation of a slice of fish (neta) perched atop a small 
hand-formed mound of rice (shari). Nigiri’s origins 
date back 200 years, not as a grand dining experience, 
but as a simple piece of fish from the day’s catch placed 
upon rice and sold by Tokyo street vendors to pass-
ersby as a convenient form of fast food to go! 

For a prestige house like Sushi Tokami the meal begins 
with a rich range of entrées coming well before the 
start of nigiris. Sushi Tokami’s serving style is oma-
kase, which means the chef decides upon the particu-
lar menu for the meal. The first starter consisted of 
ethereally tender tosaki (red tuna meat taken from 
where the head joins the backbone) around which he 
rolled a microscopically thin nori (seaweed) wrapper.  
Visually, it presented itself as a green spring roll.  
Tosaki, extremely rare, is notable for its extraordi- 
narily rich flavor and soft texture. Unlike nori from 
lesser sushi restaurants, his nori delicately shattered 
to the tooth and was both refined and mild drawing 
no attention to itself or away from the tuna. 

Above: Tosaki.

Below: Sushi Tokami’s rice 
accented by red vinegar.
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Varieties of sushi nigiri, 
clockwise from upper left: 
otoro, uni, red tuna, eel 
and clam.



This was followed by junsai (gelatinous sprouts with 
a brief summer season), uni, and steamed awabi (ab-
alone). This combination was an expression of three 
forms of subtle delicacy, each ingredient bringing a 
different interpretation. Alongside, a dish of two mor-
sels of slightly charred anago (sea eel), one topped 
with wasabi, the other with sour plum. Each topping 
served as a counterpoint to the richness of the eel.

Next up three very small ayu that had been fried until 
crisp and served with a sour vinegar gelée. Waves of 
sensations from the combination, which paired a rus-
tic texture with the refinement of the fish’s taste.

A standout entrée was monkfish foie gras with kale, 
fresh mushrooms and microtomato. The preparation 
truly evoked traditional French duck liver foie gras,  
in richness, taste and texture.

The final entrée was a type of barracuda, marinated  
in nukazuke (a Japanese pickling ingredient made 
from fermented rice bran and normally used for pick-
ling eggplant). Two strips of Kyoto bell peppers were 
placed atop. Waves of umami of show stopping depth 
and power from the preparation.

Eventually, the meal turned to a parade of sushi nigiri. 
The breadth was staggering. Of course, there were the 
three types of maguro tuna: red (marinated in soy), 
medium fat (chūtoro) and fatty (ōtoro). All three 
grades were sliced from the same fish. Chef Sato in-
clines toward smaller sized tuna (around 30–70 kg  
in weight). What difference does he find when com-
pared to larger sizes? Diet. The smaller fish live in 
shallower water near the shore, rich with small fish 
that eat plankton near the mouth of rivers. All three 
showed the wisdom of his preference for aged vinegar 
bringing a brightness to marry with the richness of  
the tuna.

Two preparations made use of his aged kombu, kohada 
(a seasonal white fish) which he marinated in vine- 
gar and sake and a lovely sweet smelt (sillaginoid) 
wrapped in kombu whose sweetness was deepened 
with kombu’s umami.

Remarkable was hamaguri (cherry clam) which was 
cooked at a low temperature which both enhanced its 
sweetness and preserved its naturally chewy texture. 
Served alongside was sugared classic dashi.
 

Novices focus upon the fish;  
for the sushi MASTERS  
it is the RICE that elevates the art.
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Two yin/yang preparations were on the evening’s 
menu. The first was an utterly innovative preparation 
of uni. Chef Sato combined uni of two different  
temperatures, warm and cold. The sensations on the 
tongue were intriguing, as one encountered first  
the tantalizing cold followed by the soothing warm. 
Brilliant. Next up was nodo guro (black throated  
sea perch) which was first marinated in kombu and 
then quickly charred, skin only. Again it was the con-
trast that drew attention. The skin had a delicate 
crunch from the charring, while the uncooked meat 
retained a delicate ethereal texture that vaporized in 
the mouth.
 
Two versions of anago (eel) were presented side by 
side. One steamed with a soy-sugar-mirin sauce with 
dashi; the other char cooked with salt and yuzu.  
The steamed version, served warm, gave the impres-
sion of a soft pillow. The charred version delivering a 
firmer punch.

Naturally there was a miso soup. Chef Sato here drifts 
toward French technique as he infuses the broth with 
bones and fish morsels.

A classic conclusion to a sushi meal is the Japanese 
style sweet omelet. Here, too, French accents ap-
peared. The top of the brilliantly yellow custard had 
been torched and crisped à la crème brûlée.

Sampling great cuisine should never mimic a tour  
of a dusty museum. Life and vibrancy coupled with 
respect for tradition give the greatest rewards and it  
is exciting to see these venerated classic cuisines of 
kaiseki and sushi freshened and evolving.¹ •

Right: Miso soup.

¹ All three restaurants have been 
rewarded by the Guide Michelin 
with stars: Hyotei with three, 
Miyamasou with two, and Sushi 
Tokami with one.

All three featured restaurants  
have been awarded MICHELIN STARS.
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SAKE
TEXT:  JEFFREY S. KINGSTON

A new form of the genre emerges meant  
to be served in classic wine glasses.
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both recommended to be consumed soon after re-
lease, and Kyoto’s Tsukino Katsura’s amber colored 
aged sake. Diversion in style, methods of production, 
and age notwithstanding, both express themselves 
best in a wine glass alongside food.

A few basics common to all sake processes. It begins 
with the rice. The preferred varietal is Yamada Nishiki. 
That said, there were 110 different types of sake rice 
grown in 2010. Sake rice differs from table rice strains 
in that it is much firmer with its starch concentrated 
in the center. Food rice is less firm with starch more 
widely distributed throughout the grain. 

The first major step is polishing to remove the outer 
husk of the grain. Here there are choices to be made 
on the percentage removed, which is generally ex-
pressed by a number representing the amount re-
maining. A general rule: the highest grade sakes are 
made with rice that has been polished to below 50%. 
Sake polished to this degree is termed Dai-ginjo. Be-
low 60% is Ginjo. Of course, there are still lower qual-
ity sakes made with lesser degrees of polishing. Great  
care must be taken in the polishing process to avoid  
cracking or breaking the remaining starchy center of 
the rice.

What exactly is sake supposed to be? No doubt at 
this point, wags will leap to their feet shouting “rice 
wine”, an accent of derision to the voice. True 
enough as far as it goes, but is it supposed to be the 
alcoholic, sometimes cloudy, sometimes cloying 
sweet type served as an aperitif? Or, rather, the fizzy 
variety likewise an aperitif? Or, perhaps, the brac-
ingly strong form served warm in thimble sized 
glasses? But then it might be the clear, restrained, 
perfumed, lower in alcohol category offered cold in 
proper wine glasses and meant to marry with food. 
It is to this form that we turn, for it represents not 
only a modern trend in the sake world, but has swiv-
eled the heads of famed French chefs, including Joël 
Robuchon who has added this new genre to the wine 
cards in his famed Michelin starred restaurants. 

Even within this modern class of sake there is great 
division represented by Dassai with its clear suave, 
mellow highly polished Dassai 23 and Dassai Beyond, 

It begins with THE RICE.
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Once the koji making is completed, it is added back to 
the rest of the steamed rice together with water, sake 
yeast, of which there are several types such as sokujo 
moto (used by Dassai), and a form of lactic acid (sake 
yeasts work best in a slightly acidic environment). 
Lower temperatures and longer fermentation times 
are favored for the best sakes. Generally, fermentation 
lasts from 25 to about 35 days. 

Thereafter, the sake is separated from the lees, either 
by pressing through sieve material or through a cen-
trifugal process such as the one used by Dassai for its 
refined sakes. Filtering may be done more than once. 
The final steps are pasteurization and bottling. 

After polishing, the rice is washed and then steamed. 
It is in the next step that the vast difference between 
grape wine and rice wine appears. Grapes naturally 
possess sugars as well as yeasts so that fermentation 
to transform sugars into alcohol can occur naturally 
and spontaneously. Indeed, many winemakers take 
steps to delay the onset of fermentation that would 
otherwise “automatically” start for grapes which have 
been placed in the vat. Rice, on the other hand, needs 
help. A portion of the steamed rice is taken aside for 
the addition of what is called koji-kin which is a mold. 
Under a microscope, the mold calls to mind broccoli; 
its official name is Aspergillus oryzae. In fact, there are 
three types of this mold: black, white and yellow.  
Yellow is used for sake. Other varieties find their way 
into the production of soy and miso, both of which 
are fermented foods. 

The addition of mold to some of the rice is a carefully 
controlled process that, in general, takes two days. 
Temperature and humidity are rigidly monitored and 
controlled. As well sake workers, called kurabito,  
are called upon throughout the period to mix the rice/
mold combination, called koji, to ensure even distri-
bution of the mold on the rice. The goal is to release 
glucose from the rice’s starch as this sugar is essential 
for the fermentation which is to follow.

The addition of mold to some of  
the rice, to produce KOJI,  
is a CAREFULLY CONTROLLED PROCESS.

Right: Mixing the rice/mold 
combination to ensure even 
distribution of the mold.
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There were challenges in mastering the elevation of 
sake making. Many related to the local water, which 
is unusually soft. The right minerals, notably potassi-
um, magnesium, and phosphorous, aid fermentation. 
Word to the wise, some minerals such as iron and 
manganese ruin color and flavor. Although the soft 
local water lacked special mineral boosts to fermen-
tation, the resulting slowness was found to be an ad-
vantage, bringing extra refinement and elegance to the 
final product. That said, Sakurai recounted that many 
mistakes were made and false paths followed before 
his toji and his team perfected the process and turned 
the soft water into an advantage. 

There were other changes to the process in the quest 
to elevate quality. Dassai used only about 10% of what 
is the standard quantity of koji-kin mold. Of course 
that slows down the process, but the extra time pro-
motes the spread of the bacteria into the rice as op-
posed to remaining just on the exterior. 

As for the rice, Hiroshi Sakurai selected a source of 
Yamada Nishiki 300 km distant in the Hyōgo Prefec-
ture in western Japan. He is particular in his choice of 
farmers, buying only from them as they produce the 
highest grade. In Japan, although rice is not classified 
based on where it is grown, it is ranked into five  
ascending quality grades. Dassai is careful to triage  
the rice it receives.

Dassai, located in the Yamaguchi mountains an hour’s 
drive from Iwakuni in southern Japan, has been in the 
sake business since 1770, albeit not under that name 
until recently. Dassai’s current president, Hiroshi 
Sakurai, took over leadership in the family business in 
1984. At that time, the enterprise was on the brink of 
failure. Its sakes, on the low end of the price-quality 
scale, were struggling in a declining local market. 
Sakurai understood that he needed to succeed outside 
of his local area, in particular in Tokyo. To accomplish 
that, a radical departure was required, a full reorienta- 
tion of the business toward making the best, Dai-ginjo. 
To do that, everything but the water had to change: 
bringing in a new brewmaster (toji), changing to the 
highest grade rice, and moving from a 75% polish to 
an unheard of at the time 23%. 

In making these changes, Sakurai had to withstand 
withering criticism and claims that he had lost control 
of his senses. Keep in mind that in the 1980s there  
was not a drive toward high-end sake. As Sakurai  
describes it, the saying was “sake is sake”. He was the 
first in Japan to break from the pack. Inspiration for 
taking this risk came from, of all places, Bordeaux.  
He learned of the long travails of Château Mouton 
Rothschild in its struggles to advance its ranking to 
that of a First Growth, which finally succeeded in 
1973. He was braced for hardship in teaching and ex-
plaining the special qualities that he wanted to bring 
to his sake.

Right: Hiroshi Sakurai.

Dassai was the first sake maker to  
break from the pack when it developed  
its PRESTIGE DASSAI.
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Dassai’s 23 was REVOLUTIONARY  
when it came on the market.

Dassai’s 23 was revolutionary when it hit the market 
and it has now spawned a host of imitators in what 
truly is a new market category of prestige sake meant 
to marry with food as an alternative to fine wine.  
As Dassai 23’s success grew, Hiroshi Sakurai imagined 
a further step: super sake.

In many ways, his super sake resembles a Cuvée Pres-
tige from the world of champagne. An effort to craft 
the best of the best. Dassai calls its super sake “Dassai 
Beyond”. The name says it all. Polishing goes further 
than the 23% of the 23. Although the number is not 
promoted in the same way, it is taken down into the 
teens. But Beyond is not merely a matter of numbers. 
More is involved than the percent of polish. The koji 
is different. The time to make the koji is longer, bring-
ing greater depth. There is common ground between 
it and the 23, however. Both Beyond and 23 were sake 
firsts. As with the 23, others, too, are now following 
with their own versions of super sakes. Beyond is  
extremely limited; only 15,000 bottles are produced 
per year.

Dassai’s fame has spread and, in parallel, its distribu-
tion into restaurants in the United States and Europe. 
Indeed, when Prime Minister Shinzō Abe visited the 
White House, Dassai was served, 23 to all the tables, 
except Obama’s where Beyond was poured.

In common with almost all sakes, both Beyond and 
23 are best drunk one to three months after release. 
Neither benefits from aging in the bottle.
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There is an amusing contradiction that lies behind 
Tsukino Katsura’s aged sake: on the one hand, their 
aged sake can be seen as something new and ground-
breaking; but as we discovered, far from revolutionary, 
the idea dates back to at least 1683. Tokubee Masuda, 
Tsukino Katsura’s CEO, explains that his father hap-
pened upon a book from that period which mentioned 
aged sake. Adding to the lore, he discovered a cook 
book from the same era that not only mentioned aged 
sake but referenced foods that were eaten with it.

Lacking details on how those aged sakes might have 
been produced, Masuda’s father consulted with 
Kin’ichirō Sakaguchi, a sake professor in Tokyo Uni-
versity. The professor suggested trying porcelain for 
the aging.

Tsukino Katsura is Kyoto’s oldest sake producer, 
which is to say, one of the oldest in Japan. It was 
founded in 1675 and has been owned by the same 
family for fourteen generations. They offer a wide 
range of sakes spanning from cloudy, that is to say 
unfiltered, termed Nigori, to aged sake. Their Nigori 
distinguished itself as the first one made to Dai-ginjo 
standards. 

But it is their unique aged sake, called Koshu, that drew 
us to visit them in Kyoto. Sake that is aged is a true 
rarity. The general rule is that sake cannot be aged. 
Once the brewing process has been completed, not 
only does it not develop further, what awaits, instead, 
is decline as time passes. Thus, the very idea that there 
could be an exception to this brutal reality merited a 
pilgrimage to learn Tsukino Katsura’s secret. 

Tsukino Katsura’s AGED SAKE 
IS A TRUE RARITY.

Above: Tokubee Masuda.
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The greatest challenge was finding porcelains that 
would resemble those from 300 years ago. From its 
search, it was able to find a small number of porcelain 
jugs both in Japan and China. Tsukino Katsura now 
jealously guards that stock as similar forms are no 
longer produced in Japan. What is the special attribute 
of these old porcelain casks? Their porosity which al-
lows just the right amount of outside air to interact 
with the sake. It breathes…not too much, not too little. 
Thus, modern sealed porcelains or glass bottles are not 
alternatives. Happily, the porcelain vessels can be re-
used. That said, the limited number at Masuda’s dis-
posal severely restricts the quantity of aged sake that 
he can produce. Only 1,200 bottles per year!

Tsukino Katsura’s process is artisanal and its two low 
wooden brewery buildings, termed kura, straddling a 
narrow lane in their quaintness and scale call to mind 
many found in Burgundy where yearly production  
of hand crafted domaine wines is likewise limited.  
Polishing of the aged sake is to 35%. Thus, it qualifies 
as Dai-ginjo. After the sake destined for aging has 
been filtered and pasteurized, it is placed into porce-
lain and stored in a dark, cool environment. Again a 
parallel to a French Burgundy underground cave. 
There it reposes, generally for ten years. There are, 
however, exceptions with many of the porcelains in 

the cave holding sakes much older. Each jug is marked 
with its vintage year.

Prior to bottling, the now aged sake is filtered to  
remove sediment and pasteurized one more time.  
At that point it is ready to drink. Unlike all other sakes, 
the aged sakes can be stored longer, provided that they 
are not exposed to light. Not that there is any benefit 
that comes from holding them, as they will not im-
prove or further develop in the bottle. In honor of his 
father, it is his father’s handwriting which graces the 
bottle’s label.

On the horizon is Tsukino Katsura’s super sake. They 
plan to release a special bottling of 50-year-old sake, 
one of which is destined for the legendary Hemingway 
Bar in Paris’ Place Vendôme Ritz Hotel. •

Storage in PORCELAIN jugs of a type 
made 300 years ago is the SECRET FOR 
AGING SAKE.

Opposite: Porcelain jugs,  
marked by year, in storage  
at Tsukino Katsura.
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TASTING
Notes

DASSAI 39. 

A delicate nose of green melon and white 
peach. Quite sweet and soft in the 
mouth. Easy drinking. 16% alcohol.

DASSAI 23. 

Nose far more restrained than the 39 
with much more of a cooked rice 
character. Strawberries emerge on the 
palate. Quite rich and dense. Finish is 
extraordinary, lasting well over a minute. 
16% alcohol.

DASSAI BEYOND. 

Brioche nose (but not toasted). Hints 
of bread dough. On the palate a velvety 
texture. There is a sensation of melting as 
it rests on the tongue. Buttery, with only 
traces of sweetness. Reine des reinettes 
apples emerge on the long finish. 
No edges anywhere. Rich long finish. 
Scallops or other rich shellfish would 
marry perfectly. 16% alcohol.

 



DR. GEORGE DERBALIAN 

Dr. George Derbalian is the Lettres du 
Brassus wine expert. Dr. Derbalian is the 
founder of Atherton Wine Imports,  
located in northern California. Not only  
has he become one of the United States’ 
 premier importers of fine wines, but  
he has  acquired a well-deserved reputa- 
tion as one of the leading and most 
respected wine connoisseurs and  
expert tasters in the world. Each year,  
Dr. Derbalian travels the wine circuits of 
Europe and the United States, meeting 
with wine producers, owners of the 
finest domains, chef de chai, and other 
key figures in the world of wine.  
Throughout the course of each year,  
he tastes literally many  thousands of  
current production and vintage wines. 

We would like to thank three-star 
Michelin chefs Joël Robuchon and  
Marc Haeberlin with renowned 
restaurants throughout the world 
including Japan; Serge Dubs, chef 
sommelier of Auberge de l’Ill in 
Illhaeusern, France; Melinda Joe, sake  
and food journalist; and Emma Koeda, 
food consultant, for their assistance  
for this article.

TSUKINO KATSURA 1 YEAR OLD. 

Apple, white peach nose giving way to 
sweet peaches on the palate. Not a sake 
for a thimble; wine glass recommended.

TSUKINO KATSURA NIGORI. 

A cloudy sparkling sake. Pronounced 
fresh lime character. An aperitif style. 
Indeed, the house promotes this bottling 
as a sake designed for toasts and it 
has been selected by Japanese embassies 
around the world for their events.

TSUKINO KATSURA 10 YEARS OLD. 

Amber or light caramel color. Nutty 
pineapple nose. A texture of soft velvet. 
Dried apricots and crème brûlée on 
the finish.

Tokyo

Yamaguchi mountains

Kyoto
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Blancpain’s reimagination of two mainstay movements.

EVOLUTION
TEXT:  JEFFREY S. KINGSTON
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The caliber 953, which with its 21 mm diameter has 
been a staple of the Blancpain women’s collection for 
many years, has undergone a multidimensional up-
dating. Indeed, so many elements of its design have 
been revisited that the decision was made to rename 
it, calling it now the caliber 913. That said, the caliber 
913, identical in size, has been conceived as a direct 
replacement and is destined to be used in the same 
watches as its predecessor 953. 

No updates can be more fundamental than those di-
rected toward the time keeping elements of the move-
ment: the spiral, balance wheel, and regulation system. 
In common with all of the new movements intro-
duced over the past ten years, the 913 has a free sprung 
balance with inertial regulation accomplished with 
gold screws. There are multiple advantages which 
come with this change. A few basics to understand this 
evolution in design. The central time keeping compo-
nent for a mechanical watch is the balance wheel and 
a very finely coiled spring fitted inside it called the 
spiral. With each “tick” of the watch, the balance wheel 
receives an impulse which causes it to rotate. That 
 rotation is controlled by the fine spiral, which after a 
certain number of degrees of rotation, usually in the 
neighborhood of 280 degrees, causes the balance 
wheel to reverse course and rotate in the opposite 
 direction. The properties of the spiral and how it is 
attached are critical in determining how the balance 
wheel will oscillate back and forth. The timing of the 
back and forth oscillations, or balance wheel “swings”, 
determines the running rate of the watch. A free 
sprung balance, like the one in the new caliber 913, is 
one where the spiral is firmly attached at both ends. 

2006 was a landmark year for Blancpain. In front of 
a standing room only assembly of press, key retail-
ers and selected Blancpain devotees, Marc A. Hayek 
presented the first new movement entirely devel-
oped under his leadership as CEO. With its three 
main spring barrels, titanium balance wheel fitted 
with gold screw inertial regulation, extra-large jew-
els and eight day power reserve and named the 13R0, 
this new caliber launched Blancpain down the path 
of groundbreaking movement innovation. Before 
long named the “Parade of New Movements”, the 
ensuing decade witnessed Blancpain rolling out no 
less than 35 entirely new next generation calibers. 

Alongside these ambitious efforts, Blancpain has 
turned its sights on reexamining two movements 
which were slated to be carried forward: the women’s 
caliber 953 and men’s and women’s caliber 1150. The 
same ambition which drove the creation of the parade 
of new next generation calibers and which set design 
standards defined the work on these two updates.

The same AMBITION which drove  
the creation of new movements  
lies behind the reexamination of two  
movements carried forward.
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The alternative is one where the outside portion of the 
spiral is positioned by a raquette, which is a small 
movable arm that is fitted with two miniature pins, 
one on each side of the spiral. As the raquette is moved, 
the change in the position of the pins changes the ef-
fective length of the spiral, which alters the rate. To 
adjust the timing, the watchmaker applies delicate 
pressure on the raquette arm to move it, either to 
shorten or increase the effective length. As this de-
scription suggests, there is a slight degree of risk with 
a raquette system that a shock might move the raquette 
slightly and, thus, alter the running rate of the watch. 
The free sprung system of the 913 not only is more 
resistant to shocks since it has no raquette, but, as well, 
the fixed placement of the outer end of the spiral po-
sitions it more ideally so that its shape stays closer to 
the desired centered circle.

To regulate the timing, instead of moving a raquette 
and changing the effective length of the spiral, the 
watchmaker adjusts four gold regulation screws 
mounted on the balance wheel. By either screwing 
them inward or outward, the inertia of the wheel is 
changed thereby adjusting the rate. A good analogy is 
an ice skater’s spin. We have all seen Olympic ice skat-
ers begin a spin with arms held outwards. As the arms 
are drawn inwards, reducing inertia, the spin speeds 
up. The same physics principle applies to the gold reg-
ulation screws. To increase the rate, the watchmaker 
turns the screws inwards; the reverse adjusts to a slow-
er rate. And since the position is one determined by 
screws, immobile in the face of shocks, the resistance 
to shocks is much higher than with a raquette.

Blancpain has been in the vanguard in the adoption 
of silicium for its balance wheel spirals and its new 
movements now incorporate silicium for this vital 
component of the watch. In common with these oth-
er in-house movements and consistent with what has 
firmly been adopted as a Blancpain practice, the cal-
iber 913 is fitted with a silicium spiral. For decades, 
Nivarox, a metallic alloy, established itself indus-
try-wide as the standard material for spirals. Upon 
its introduction, Nivarox represented a mammoth 
technological advance which revolutionized watch 
performance. But that was the past. Silicium spirals 
similarly leapfrog forward, arguably to a much great-
er degree than Nivarox did over its predecessors. 

The advantages of silicium over standard Nivarox are 
many. 

First, silicium spirals are antimagnetic. This contrasts 
with the previous generation metallic spirals. In the 
past, if a spiral were subjected to a strong enough mag-
netic field, there was a risk that the fine coils of the 
spiral could become magnetized. When this occurs, 
adjacent sections of the spiral could either attract or 
repel each other, altering the properties of the spiral 
and, thus, the running rate of the watch. Silicium is 
not subject to this risk. 

Silicium hairsprings have been 
BROUGHT TO THE MOVEMENTS.
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Second, silicium spirals can be fashioned into an ide-
alized form. Many watch connoisseurs have come to 
understand that one of the advantages of silicium is 
that it can be produced to tighter tolerances than pre-
existing metallic spirals. That, of course, is true, but 
tells only half the story. Equally important as the tight-
er tolerances is the way in which the spiral can be 
made into shapes and profiles which are adjusted 
along its length. Consider for a moment the processes 
by which metallic spirals are fabricated. Strands of the 
metallic alloy are drawn until they achieve a very fine 
diameter. Thereafter, they are compressed until arriv-
ing at a thin rectangular profile and then wound into 
a spiral shape. There is no practical possibility for fab-
ricating the spiral to create different properties along 
its length. Silicium on the other hand is fabricated 
from a solid wafer. Material is removed to yield a spi-
ral. Since the amount of material removed can be cus-
tomized according to the specifications given by the 
movement designers, the thickness can be varied 
along the length and/or the distance between the coils 
varied. Using computers, Blancpain’s movement de-
signers, called constructeurs in watchmaking parlance, 
now calculate what is in effect an optimized profile for 
the spiral to enhance its performance in the move-
ment in ways never before possible with preexisting 
metallic spirals. 

Not only can the details of its shape and profile be ide-
alized, the method of attaching the spiral to its axis 
can be perfected. In the past, spirals have been at-
tached to the axis of the balance wheel with a collar. 
This method of attachment inevitably places the first 
inside turn of the coil a certain distance away from the 
center. Blancpain’s silicium spirals are formed with a 
patented triangular-shaped grip that enables closer 
winding of the innermost turn. This is important in 
addressing the manner in which the spiral will expand 
and contract as the balance wheel oscillates backwards 
and forwards. In general, watchmakers strive to have 
the spiral expand and contract (which romantically is 

often termed “breathing” since its winding and un-
winding does resemble lungs inflating and deflating) 
uniformly and centered as closely as possible to the 
axis. Blancpain’s patented attachment aids in coming 
closer to this ideal. 

One aspect of movement design that is addressed by 
watchmakers and movement designers is isochro-
nism. Isochronism describes the way a watch behaves 
as the force from the main spring barrel drops. When 
a watch is fully wound, the force arriving from the 
barrel to the balance wheel is higher than when the 
barrel is nearly fully unwound. The response of a bal-
ance wheel equipped with a silicium spiral changes 
less with the drop in force than one with a traditional 
Nivarox spiral. This means that the running rate of the 
watch will be less affected as the barrel unwinds—su-
perior isochronism performance—than with prede-
cessor metallic spirals. 

Weight is another property of silicium that yields ben-
efits. In an ideal world, a balance spiral would be per-
fectly centered on its axis and breathe with perfect 
concentricity placing its center of gravity at all times 
on its axis of rotation. Unfortunately achieving that 

There are numerous ADVANTAGES  
OF SILICIUM as a hairspring material.
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The 913 has been significantly improved over the 
identically sized 953 with a new design for the wind-
ing system. In the caliber 953, the winding system was 
constructed as a module consisting of the heavy gold 
automatic winding rotor, the winding gears attached 
to it, and a bridge carrying these components. For the 
913, Blancpain’s movement designers were able to in-
tegrate the winding system into the movement itself, 
dispensing with a separate winding bridge. The im-
provements don’t stop there. The automatic winding 
rotor in 18 k gold now is fitted with ceramic ball bear-
ings. Not only do these offer far superior resistance to 
wear, they require far less lubrication when compared 
to standard steel bearings. As well, the profile of the 
teeth in the gear train has been changed. The teeth 
now have a Pelton shape. There is great cleverness in 
the Pelton tooth profile as it enables efficient unidirec-
tional winding. When the winding rotor turns in one 
direction, the Pelton teeth allow the rochet of the bar-
rel to turn which winds the arbor of the main spring, 

ideal is not possible; to a certain degree, the center of 
gravity of the spiral will always be displaced some-
what from its center axis. This displacement contrib-
utes to rate errors when the watch is in a vertical 
position as the weight of the spiral can either increase 
or decrease the amount of the balance wheel’s swing 
(amplitude) as gravity acts upon the spiral. Movement 
designers call this “The Grossmann Effect”. Because a 
silicium spiral weighs substantially less than preex-
isting metallic spirals, these gravitational effects are 
reduced. What does this mean for the watch owner? 
Less variation in running rate as the position of the 
watch changes.

There is even one more advantage associated with the 
conversion to silicium for the spiral. Nivarox is a mag-
nificent material which in its day was revolutionary. 
However, its properties can change with age. Silicium 
is more stable over time or, said another way, it does 
not age with the passage of time.

Silicium has been incorporated elsewhere for the reg-
ulating components, beyond the spiral. The escape-
ment anchor, which is of classic Swiss lever escapement 
design, has been constructed with silicium bearings 
and with a silicium corne (the tip of the escapement 
that delivers the impulse to the balance wheel). Less 
friction and better wear performance lie at the heart 
of these improvements.

The caliber 913 replaces  
the IDENTICALLY sized 953.
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at the same time the Pelton tooth profile blocks rota-
tion of the rochet in the opposite direction, which 
would produce an unwanted unwinding.

One of the staples of Blancpain’s movement repertoire 
is the caliber 1150. When it debuted in 1992 (in the 
then Blancpain 2000 collection) not only was it one of 
the highest performance movements in the watch 
world, it started a trend that continues today. The 1150 
was fitted with two main spring barrels which placed 
it at the top of the power reserve pyramid, for it 
achieved a running autonomy of 100 hours. This was 
at a time when the norm for an automatic winding 
movement was between 40 and 48 hours. Since that 
time, others in the industry have followed seeking 
solutions to increase movement power reserves. Still, 
for its time and today, the 1150 with its multibarrel 
design remains a leader and it is used extensively in 
both Blancpain’s men’s and women’s collections and 
is, as well, the “motor” for many of Blancpain’s com-
plications, including the ultracomplicated Villeret 
Équation du Temps Marchante (Running Equation  
of Time).

The caliber 1150 is a MAINSTAY  
of Blancpain’s movement repertoire.
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Over the intervening years since its debut, Blancpain 
has bestowed numerous improvements to what is now 
this classic caliber with significant revisions coming 
in 1996, 2001, 2009, 2013 and 2014. In total, apart 
from its basic layout, all of the key components have 
been modified and updated. Had these changes been 
done at one time, certainly the name of the caliber 
would have been changed as was the case with the 
evolution of the caliber 953 into today’s caliber 913. 
But as these changes came gradually and were spread 
out over time, the name remains the same: 1150.

Consider the catalog of enhancements to the 1150. 
Like the 913, the balance wheel has been changed 
from raquette regulation to inertial regulation. The 
spiral is now fashioned in silicium with all of the ad-
vantages that material offers. The anchor now features 
a silicium corne.

Moving to the opposite end of the power train, the two 
barrels now house a main spring made of a special 
patented alloy. This change not only helps guarantee 
the power reserve, but the drop in torque delivered 
from the barrel as it unwinds comes later in time than 
with the predecessor spring.

In between the barrel and balance wheel there have 
been changes as well. Blancpain has changed the ma-
terial used for the wheels in the gear train. In com-
mon with the state of the industry when the 1150 
debuted in 1992, the gear train wheels were brass. 
Blancpain has been in the vanguard in its use of cop-
per beryllium for its wheels. More expensive, copper 
beryllium is harder than traditional brass and offers 
superior wear properties. The 1150 now features  
copper beryllium wheels which, in addition to the 
change in material, bear Blancpain’s à jante design 
which enhances rigidity. 

For watch connoisseurs all of these changes merit  
considering these enhanced movements as entirely 
new calibers, adding to the total of 35 new movements 
in the decade following the introduction of the 13R0 
in 2006. Substance over form brings the same conclu-
sion, even if Blancpain’s official “counting” method has 
not added changes, even major ones, to the total. •

The 2014 revision of the 1150 is  
the fifth SIGNIFICANT REVISION.
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The classicism and refinement of Blancpain’s Villeret line.

Villeret:

A PERFECT 
GENTLEMAN

TEXT:  JEFFREY S. KINGSTON
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Is there any place in the world that has come to 
define a gentleman’s style more than the London 
neighborhood of Savile Row and Jermyn Street? Its 
fidelity to timeless style, understatement, refinement, 
and elegance has thrust this small corner of the world 
to preeminence in men’s furnishings. Skinny legs,  
fat lapels, no lapels, epaulets, bell bottoms, low rises, 
high rises may come and, thankfully, go elsewhere,  
but the virtues found here resist the tides and are as 
prized today as at any time in the past.

Understatement and TIMELESS  
STYLE are marks of Villeret.
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Blancpain’s Villeret collection shares common ground. 
Since its debut in 1982, the Villeret style has remained 
faithful to what is now grand tradition at Blancpain. 
A subtly rounded double pomme case of thin profile, 
Roman numerals marking the dial, finely shaped 
hands, all contributing to a refined, understated 
ambiance, are signature elements of the Villeret style. 
So, of course, a Villeret timepiece, whether in 
platinum, gold or steel, is a perfect accompaniment  
to a finely cut shirt and an elegantly shaped coat.  
In short, the perfect gentleman. •

Villeret represents GRAND 
TRADITION at Blancpain.
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